
Buzzi Unicem: a global cement specialist

A Company, whose Russian business is contributing to Russian war crimes 

in Ukraine
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This presentation is a work product of Stop Business with Russia (“SBWR”), a project of the registered charitable foundation Destiny of

Ukraine (“Destiny of Ukraine”) and reflects the views of these organizations.

This presentation is not an investment, accounting advice nor should it be considered as such. Use of this presentation is at your own risk.

You should do your own research and due diligence, with assistance of professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any

business, management, investment or divestment decisions with respect to securities of Buzzi Unicem.

The information in this presentation has been sourced exclusively from publicly available information. No warranty or undertaking is

expressed by either SBWR or Destiny of Ukraine or any affiliated individual with regard to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the

information set out herein. There can be no assurance that any statement, information, or assumption made reference to directly or

indirectly in this presentation will be realized or accurate. The information contained in this presentation has not been independently

verified.

By accessing this presentation, you agree that to the extent permitted by law, neither SBWR nor Destiny of Ukraine accepts any liability

for the content of this presentation or any other information provided by SBWR or Destiny of Ukraine in this presentation.

This is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or a recommendation to buy or sell any security, nor

shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction. Any business, managerial, investment or divestment decision

involves substantial risks, including complete loss of capital or lost opportunities.

SBWR is a project of the registered charitable foundation Destiny of Ukraine, Ukrainian company registration #44801432 and it is not

registered as a broker/dealer, investment or accounting firm.

All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior consent of

SBWR or Destiny of Ukraine.

Copyright (c) 2023 by charitable foundation Destiny of Ukraine.



● Today’s Russia is ran by a violent criminal group,

committing terror against and holding hostage civilians

in both Ukraine and Russia

• Recent bombings of Ukrainian cities and civilian

infrastructure are war crimes, including according to the

Russian law

● Russian war and policy towards Ukraine deny

Ukrainians’ right to exist, in line with UN definition of

genocide

• State-run propaganda is inciting genocide. e.g., on 20

October 2022 live on Russia Today, a state-owned

broadcaster, a leading Russian propagandist Anton

Krasovsky said the following referring to Ukrainian

children: ”Just drown these children. Drown them.”

● Russia is mobilizing hundreds of thousands of Russian

men to deploy them as cannon fodder in the aggressive

war against Ukraine

• Several hundred mobilized already died on the front,

while hundreds of thousands of Russian men fled

Russia post announcement of mobilization

An update on what today’s Russia is like…

Notes:

1. e.g., an employer of a reservist is obliged to deliver the summons to such employee; employers are obliged to maintain lists of reservists (Russian Federal Law No52-FZ)

1
What are the implications for 

the Western companies 

operating in Russia?

• Every ruble of taxes paid 

could be used to finance: (i) 

criminal leadership of 

Russia; (ii) Russian 

genocidal propaganda 

machine; (iii) Russian armed 

forces

• Every company is obliged to 

comply with and cooperate 

with mobilization of its staff(1)

• As the Russian economy is 

increasingly on a war 

footing, companies are likely 

forced to start or continue 

supplying the Russian war 

machine
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3
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/oct/24/russian-tv-presenter-anton-krasovsky-accused-of-inciting-genocide-in-ukraine


…and what it has become: a terrorist state
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Continuing operations in Russia means supporting a terrorist state

Since Russian Invasion of Ukraine several EU member states and European institutions declared

Russia a terrorist state

Source: News articles

• Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia were the first

countries, declaring Russia a terrorist state

• The lower house of Czech Republic parliament,

as well as Senate in Poland designated Russia

a terrorist regime

• The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of

Europe (PACE) adopted a resolution declaring

Russia a terrorist regime

• Members of the European Parliament voted on

resolution on 23 November 2022 to declare

Russia sponsor of terrorism

https://www.rferl.org/a/lithuania-resolution-russia-genocide/31842970.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/en/international/article/2022/08/11/latvia-declares-russia-a-state-sponsor-of-terrorism_5993241_4.html
https://www.politico.eu/article/as-the-third-country-to-estonia-declares-russia-a-terrorist-state/
https://www.expats.cz/czech-news/article/czech-lower-house-calls-russia-a-terrorist-regime
https://tvpworld.com/64163858/polish-senate-declares-russia-a-terrorist-regime
https://pace.coe.int/en/files/31390/html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20221118IPR55707/european-parliament-declares-russia-to-be-a-state-sponsor-of-terrorism


Introducing Buzzi Unicem
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• Headquartered in Casale Monferrato, Italy,

Buzzi Unicem (the “Company” or “Buzzi”) is a

global producer of cement (68% of sales in

1H’22), ready-mix concrete and aggregates,

operating in 14 countries

• Buzzi’s production facilities include 29 full

cycle cement plants, 7 grinding plants, 45

terminals, 395 ready-mix batch plants and 18

aggregate quarries. Its production capacity

is 40m tons of cement per year

• Key markets: (i) Central Europe (45% of

1H’22 group sales): Germany (45% Central

Europe sales), Italy (42%), (ii) US (39%), and

(iii) Eastern Europe and Russia (16%): Russia

(37%), Czech Republic and Slovakia (31%)

• 52% of the shares are owned by Buzzi family.

39% of voting shares are held by foreign

investors

Buzzi is the key player in the global cement industry with leading position in Italy (#2), Germany (#2) and the 

US (#4). It is majority owned by the Buzzi family

Key productsOverview

Key metrics (as of 1H’22, € million)

Market capitalisation (19 Jan 2023): 3,790

Net sales: 1,880

Net income: 89

Employees (#): 9,776

o/w employees in Russia (#): 1,576

Source: Company information, 2022 Half-Yearly Report, conference presentations

Cement

Ready-mix concrete

Construction aggregates (sand, gravel, crushed stone, etc.) 



Buzzi Unicem’s stated commitment to ESG…
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On 22 June, 2022, the Company presented its roadmap towards climate neutrality until 2050. The roadmap,

however, excludes the Russian business. According to Company’s 2021 sustainability report, Russian

business is among the least sustainable in the group, with the highest CO2 emissions (707 kg/t as of

2021 vs 689 kg/t group average) and clinker ratio(1) (88% vs 80%). Hence, its exclusion makes it easier to

achieve sustainability targets but is misleading, as Buzzi did not divest its Russian operations

Source: Company information, 2021 sustainability report
Notes:

1. Clinker ratio (clinker/cement ratio) – the percentage of clinker in cement compared to other non-clinker components. Higher clinker ratio refers to higher emissions and energy use 

https://www.buzziunicem.com/media/news/buzzi-unicem-presenta-la-roadmap-our-journey-to-net-zero-
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/279690/Sustainability+Report+2021.pdf/1192238b-3122-53fa-18ff-296ccf61e694


…and code of conduct
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According to Company’s code of conduct, it condemns any kind of discrimination, corruption and states

respect to principles of dignity and equality. However, Buzzi continues to operate in Russia, despite

country’s bottom ranking in Corruption Perception Index, increasing human rights abuses in the

country, violation of international law by Russia and war crimes committed by Russian armed forces

in Ukraine

Source: Company information, 2021 sustainability report, news articles

Continued operations in Russia violate Company’s code of conduct and may 

depreciate its commitment to ESG standards

https://www.buzziunicem.com/management-responsabile
https://www.hrw.org/europe/central-asia/russia


• Buzzi Unicem operates in Russia through “SLK Cement” LLC

(ООО «СЛК Цемент» or “Buzzi Russia”), which includes two

cement plants “Sukholozhskcement” («Сухоложскцемент»)

and “Korkino” («Коркино»), a terminal in Omsk, and transport

company “Cemtrans” («Цемтранс»), according to Buzzi’s

Russian website. Dyckerhoff GmbH, Company’s German

subsidiary, is present in Russia since 1994

• Buzzi continued to expand the Russian business even

after annexation of Crimea in 2014. On 1 Dec. 2014, 9

months after the annexation, Buzzi announced the acquisition

of Uralcement (Korkino cement plant) from Lafarge for €104m.

In the press-release (on the RHS), Buzzi emphasized the

willingness to strengthen its position in the Urals region

• The Company’s Russian cement plants have the largest

cement production capacity per plant in the group.

According to the sustainability report, as of 2021 the average

Russian plant capacity was 2.2m tons of cement per year

compared to 1.1m group average

• According to the Company’s 2021 Annual Report, Russian

business accounts for c.6% net sales / 7% EBITDA.

Capital expenditures in Russia during the Jan 2014 – Jun

2022 amounted to c. €154m

Buzzi Unicem’s business in Russia
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Buzzi continued to expand its Russian business after annexation of Crimea, being among top five in the 

cement industry in Russia and having the largest average cement plant capacity within the group

Overview of Russia operations

Source: Company information, financial statements and presentations

http://www.slk-cement.com/kompaniya/press-tsentr/press-tsentr/kompaniya-slk-cement-nachala-protsess-prisoedineniya-ooo-dyukkerkhoff-korkino-tsement/
https://www.buzziunicem.com/en/media/pressrelease/completion-of-the-acquisition-in-russia
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/279690/Sustainability+Report+2021.pdf/1192238b-3122-53fa-18ff-296ccf61e694
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/0/Annual%20Report%202021.pdf/6f4a5037-cd61-8ac7-8755-308c69c98bcd?version=1.1


Buzzi Unicem’s business in Russia (cont’d)
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Buzzi paid c. €62m in taxes, royalties and fees to the Russian government during 2016-2021, which makes 

it one of the largest taxpayers in regions of its operations

• SLK Cement LLC is among the largest taxpayers in

Sverdlovsk region and was named as a “Best taxpayer

of the year” in 2021 according to the company’s press-

release

• As stated in the consolidated report on payments to

governments, SLK Cement has paid c.€11.9m in

2021 to the Russian government in taxes, royalties

and fees

• Overall payments to the government by Buzzi

Unicem’s Russian unit for the period 2016-2021

amounts to c.€62m(1) (compared to c.€5m for

Ukrainian unit for the same period)

• c.€62m is the value of 206 missiles OTR-21 Tochka

(Tochka-U)(2) – a tactical ballistic missile, that Russia

used against civilians in Ukraine. On April 8, 2022,

Russia hit a railway station in Kramatorsk with Tochka-

U missiles – at least 50 people were killed and approx.

100 injured

Buzzi’s tax payments in Russia

Source: Company information, financial statements and presentations, new articles
Notes:

1. Calculated based on the reports on payments to governments published on Buzzi’s website

2. Assumed one OTR-21 Tochka missile price €300k. One icon refers to 5 missiles 

c. €62m in taxes paid to the Russian government 

during 2016-2021, equals to the value of c. 206 

OTR-21 Tochka(2) ballistic missiles

http://www.slk-cement.com/kompaniya/press-tsentr/press-tsentr/ooo-slk-tsement-nazvali-luchshim-nalogoplatelshchikom-sverdlovskoy-oblasti-/
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/277506/Report+on+payments+to+governments+2021+consolidated+and+individual.pdf/eb86edd5-778a-011f-e37f-9219fd63765c
https://www.bellingcat.com/news/2022/04/14/russias-kramatorsk-facts-versus-the-evidence/
https://www.buzziunicem.com/en/company-information


Buzzi Unicem’s business in Russia (cont’d)
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Despite its announcement to withdraw from any operational involvement in Russian business, Buzzi Russia 

continued to expand in 2022 since Russian invasion of Ukraine 

• In the press-release dated 12 May 2022, the Company

announced its decision to cease any operational

involvement in the activities carried out by SLK Cement

and to suspend strategic initiatives due to the sanctions

imposed on Russia

• At the same time, Buzzi Russia continued to grow in

2022. Based on the interim report, during the 1H’22

Russian unit grew net sales 22%, EBITDA by 43% and

capital expenditures by 44% yoy. Profitability improved

as EBITDA margins expanded from 27% in 1H’21 to

32% in 1H’22. As per trading update, its net sales

growth in Q3’22 has accelerated further, to 36% yoy

• Buzzi Russia, has been actively recruiting during

2022. As of June 2022, SLK Cement had 1,576

employees, c. 9% higher (+130 people) than in

December 2021. Moreover, according to the Russian

job search service hh.ru, there were 30+ vacancies at

SLK Cement LLC as of October 2022

Performance of Russian business in 2022

Source: Company information, financial statements and presentations

https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/0/Trading%20update%20March%202022.pdf/9fedcb83-2da2-a004-ebd9-68b1ba53413d?version=1.0
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/0/Traging%20update%20September%202022.pdf/2f4e308f-7066-5dd2-60c8-e4f3d21a4f42?version=1.0
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/0/Traging%20update%20September%202022.pdf/2f4e308f-7066-5dd2-60c8-e4f3d21a4f42?version=1.0
https://hh.ru/employer/186878?hhtmFrom=vacancy_search_list


Buzzi Unicem’s dealings with MoD and SOEs in Russia
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Buzzi Russia does business with the Russian Ministry of Defence and state-owned enterprises

• According to the SLK Cement’s press-release, in November 2020

the company signed a contract under the state defence order

for the supply of 13k tons of cement for the construction of a

new Omsk cadet military corps. SLK Cement stated that 80%

of total cement volume for the construction of the corps was

produced in the “Sukholozhskcement” branch and partially

delivered by the Company’s subsidiary “Cemtrans”

• Another contract refers to the construction of a multifunctional

medical centre, which was caried out by the Military

Construction Complex of the Russian Ministry of Defenсe

(press-release)

• According to the interview of SLK Cement’s CEO Andrey

Immoreev, SLK Cement also provided services for Rosatom –

a state-owned enterprise involved in the nuclear threats in

Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant in Ukraine

• Moreover, SLK Cement had a contract for 8k tons of cement

supplied to JSC Vostsibneftegaz, a subsidiary of the Rosneft

group (press-release). Rosneft is the second-largest state-

owned enterprise in Russia and a leading Russian oil and gas

company. The CEO of Rosneft, Igor Sechin, is one of the closest

allies of President Putin and is currently under the US, EU and

the UK sanctions

SLK Cement dealings with the Ministry of Defence and state-owned enterprises

Source: Company information, news articles

http://www.slk-cement.com/kompaniya/press-tsentr/press-tsentr/kompaniya-slk-cement-postavila-13-000-tonn-tsementa-dlya-stroitelstva-omskogo-kadetskogo-korpusa/
http://www.slk-cement.com/kompaniya/press-tsentr/press-tsentr/produktsiya-slk-cement-ispolzuetsya-v-stroitelstve-gospitalya-v-omske-dlya-bolnykh-koronavirusnoy-in/
https://stroygaz.ru/publication/materials/put-uskoreniya1/
https://www.buzziunicem.com/media/news/slk-cement-oltre-8-000-ton-dedicati-alla-costruzione-di-nuovi-pozzi-petroliferi
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0608
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-sanctions-major-russia-oligarchs-rosneft-transneft/
https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/uk-adds-abramovich-sechin-lebedev-russian-sanctions-list-2022-03-10/


Buzzi’s employees have been mobilized in Russia… (cont’d)
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SLK Cement confirmed that some of the employees have been called into Russian armed forces

• SLK Cement confirmed on its official page on Russian social

media vk.com, that some of the employees have been

mobilized into Russian armed forces since 21 September

2022

• As of 29 September 2022, approx. one thousand men were

mobilized in Korkino, where one of the Buzzi’s plants is

located, according to the Current Time

• Two weeks later, first news confirmed that five mobilized men

from Korkino were killed in Ukraine. According to the Current

Time unofficial sources, the real number of deaths might have

been 27 mobilized men

Mobilization in Russia affects Buzzi Russia employees

Source: Company information, news articles

https://vk.com/slkcement?w=wall-162362761_10273
https://www.currenttime.tv/a/emu-priletelo-s-minometki-udar-srazu-zadvuhsotilo-vlasti-chelyabinskoy-oblasti-priznali-gibel-v-ukraine-pervyh-mobilizovannyh-/32081367.html


Buzzi’s employees have been mobilized in Russia… (cont’d)
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Buzzi shows a big appreciation to its mobilized employees on Russian social media. Recent post confirms

that SLK Cement sent supplies to the Russian artillery unit, which Buzzi’s employees are part of. Buzzi

Russia CEO is thanking the mobilized employees in his New Year’s greetings

Snapshots from SLK Cement’s official page on Russian social media (vk.com)

Source: Company information

https://vk.com/slkcement?w=wall-162362761_11192
https://vk.com/slkcement?w=wall-162362761_11287


Buzzi’s employees have been mobilized in Russia… (cont’d)
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Based on SLK Cement’s official page on Russian social media vk.com, at least nine Buzzi’s employees

are participating in the war in Ukraine. These numbers only include those whose names were mentioned

directly on Buzzi Russia official page on vk.com. The real number of mobilized employees is unknown

Snapshots of some of SLK Cement’s mobilized employees from Russian social media (vk.com)

Source: Company information, Russian social media vk.com

Aleksey Dolgikh, SLK Cement 

employee, Russian artillerist(1)

Denis Musin, SLK Cement employee (first one on the left-hand side)(2) Igor Bestaev, SLK Cement employee(3)

Notes:

1. Identified from SLK Cement web page, where the Company specifically mentioned that Aleksey Dolgikh was mobilized (see snapshot from the previous page).

2. Identified from the comment section under SLK Cement recent post. Buzzi’s employees mentioned Denis Musin as mobilized, while the Company confirmed Denis as its employee in 

previous publications. On his personal page on vk.com, SLK Cement figures as a place of employment.

3. Identified from the comment section under SLK Cement recent post. Buzzi’s employees mentioned Igor Bestaev as mobilized employee of SLK Cement.

https://vk.com/slkcement?w=wall-162362761_10930
https://vk.com/wall-162362761_9195
https://vk.com/slkcement?w=wall-162362761_10930


…and Buzzi’s funds are spent on the Russian army and propaganda!
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Buzzi Russia actively supports mobilized employees, supplies Russian military with aid and encourages

others to support Russian army. The CEO of SLK Cement, Andrey Immoreev, congratulated its mobilized

employees with the introduction of financial support from the Company since 1 October 2022

Snapshots from SLK Cement’s official page on Russian social media (vk.com)

Andrey Immoreev, SLK-Cement 

(Buzzi Russia) CEO is 

enthusiastic about financial 

support to families of mobilized 

Russian men

Source: Company information, news articles

”Znamya Pobedy” (trans. Banner of Victory) is a 

local propaganda newspaper in Sukhoy Log. It 

actively supports the war, while SLK Cement 

sponsors the distribution of the newspaper as 

well as cooperates with the media in terms of 

providing Russian army with aid

https://sukhoylog-media.ru/dobraya-podpiska/


Buzzi Unicem ignored Russian invasion of Ukraine
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Buzzi did not make any public statement condemning Russian war against Ukraine. On the contrary,

according to the Yale’s Russia list Buzzi is “digging in” in Russia, unlike its international peers. While the

Company only announced withdrawal from operational involvement in its Russian unit, Holcim Group

announced exit from Russia on 29 March 2022 (Holcim media release), even though its Russian operations

are larger compared to Buzzi: Holcim had 5 production units in Russia and in 2021 reported RUB23.3bn of

sales (c. €279m(1)) (according to SBIS: Holcim (Rus) and Holcim (Rus) CM). In March 2022, another peer,

CRH plc, announced its decision to withdraw from Russia

Buzzi’s peers are leaving Russia

Source: Company information, news articles

Notes:

1. Assuming average 2021 EUR:RUB rate at 83.49 (Euro to Russian Ruble spot exchange rates for 2021)

https://som.yale.edu/story/2022/over-1000-companies-have-curtailed-operations-russia-some-remain
https://www.holcim.com/media/media-releases/holcim-to-exit-the-russian-market
https://sbis.ru/contragents/6441025673/644101001
https://sbis.ru/contragents/5022050558/502201001
https://www.irishtimes.com/business/manufacturing/crh-decides-to-quit-russian-market-1.4816854


Our call on Buzzi Unicem to exit Russia
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We have been appalled with Buzzi Russia’s open support of Russian mobilization including spending

Buzzi’s corporate funds to pay and supply the mobilized Buzzi’s employees, which are joining the

Russian army. We are shocked that no shareholder neither publicly condemned Company’s involvement in

the Russian war nor called on the Company to divest its Russian business. We therefore call on Buzzi

Unicem to immediately formulate and announce a plan to exit Russia for the following reasons:

• Some of Buzzi Unicem’s Russian employees have been already mobilized into Russian armed forces, while SLK Cement

supplies Russian armed forces with aid and pays the families of its mobilized employees

• SLK Cement was involved in construction of cadet military corps in Russia under its contract with Russian Ministry of Defence

• Buzzi Russia supplied its products to the largest government-controlled enterprises in Russia, such as Rosneft, whose

management is under sanctions and has close ties with Russian president, and Rosatom, who was involved in threatening Europe with

potential nuclear tragedy at Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant

• Buzzi acquired new plant in Russia in 2014, after illegal annexation of Crimea, as well as continues to expand its business in

Russia since the Invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022

• SLK Cement is one of the largest taxpayers in the region of its operations, thereby continuing to finance the Russian war

machine through locally paid taxes. According to Meduza, approx. 23% of Russian budget in 2023 relate to “secret” expenses that

might be connected with the armed forces or directly with the invasion of Ukraine

• Continued operations in Russia contradicts Company’s code of conduct and hinders Buzzi’s commitment to the ESG standards

• EU Parliament, PACE as well as several EU member states declared Russia state sponsor of terrorism. Continued operations in

Russia means supporting and sponsoring terrorism

Supporting Russian mobilization, building Russian military academies and dealing with 

Russian state-owned enterprises, which are linked to Russian war crimes and sanctioned 

oligarchs – does this create shareholder value?

Source: Company information, news articles

https://meduza.io/feature/2022/10/12/pravitelstvo-zasekretilo-chetvert-vseh-rashodov-rossii-na-2023-god-eto-rekord

